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On Monday 4
th

 and Tuesday 5
th

 June 2018, Artcurial 

pulsated to the rhythm of the prestigious Impressionist and 

Modern, Post-War and Contemporary art auctions. Under 

Francis Briest’s gavel, they reached an incredible €29,887,00 

/ $34,967,790, with three millionaire bids, 11 bids above 

€500,000, 43 lots sold for more than €100,000. The 

international attraction of these sessions was confirmed 

with close to 60% of sales volumes achieved by 

International bides, hailing from 23 different countries.  

  

Monday night’s prestigious event was remarkable by the 

record price obtained by Raccommodeuses de filets dans les 

dunes (lot 14), a Vincent van Gogh landscape from his 

youth, painted in the summer of 1882, reaching 

€7,065,000/ $8,266,050 including fees, a world record for a 

landscape from the artist’s Dutch period. The first Van 

Gogh presented in France in over 20 years, the museum 

quality piece had spent the previous 8 years on the walls of 

the prestigious Van Gogh museum in Amsterdam.  

 

Also on Monday 4
th

 June, Contemporary art was met with 

the same enthusiasm with 98 % of lots sold in the course of 

the evening.   Zao Wou-Ki’s oil on canvas 1.6.88 (lot 42) 

was also met with a millionaire bid of €3,518,600 / 

$4,116,762 including fees, nearly doubling its estimate. 

« The extremely selective and careful offer of top-

quality pieces attracted the attention of collectors 

seeking exceptional works of art. » 

 

Fabien Naudan,   

Vice-president, Artcurial 

 

 



 
 

 

The Impressionist and Modern art auction organised by 

Artcurial on the 4
th

 and 5
th

 of June 2018 totalled 

€16,318,030 / $19,092,095, well beyond its global estimate. 

It was highlighted by the dispersion of the André Lejard 

and Favre-Tessier collections, but especially by a new world 

record for a landscape from Vincent van Gogh’s Dutch 

period. 

 

« A battle of the Titans raged between  

several North American and European collectors. 

We obtained a remarkable price for a piece from 

 Vincent van Gogh’s Dutch period, illustrating Paris and  

Artcurial’s capacity to attract the works from museums 

 and collectors from all around the world» 

Bruno Jaubert, Deputy Director 

Impressionist and Modern Art, Artcurial 

 

 

Un American collector placed the winning bid of 

€7,065,000 / $8,266,050 including fees, more than double 

its estimate for Raccommodeuses de filets dans les dunes, 

the emblematic scene painted at The Hague in the 

morning painted by Van Gogh at the age of 29. With this 

cornerstone masterpiece in Van Gogh’s artistic 

development, Artcurial established the new world record 

for a landscape from the artist’s Dutch period.  

 

The Gauguin’s from the Favre-Tessier collection also 

reached impressive prices such as Portrait de Claude 

Antoine Charles Favre (lot 16), Paul Gauguin’s childhood 

friend, sold for €244,600 / $286,182. The portrait of Claude 

Antoine’s father (lot 18), Philibert Favre, who modelled for 

Gauguin at his son’s request sold for €97,500 / $114,075 

including fees. Le port de Javel (lot 17) which reached 

€175,500/ $205,335 including fees, was hidden for a long 

period of time as it was nailed to the same frame as 

Portrait de Philibert Favre. Finally, a tambourine decorated 

by Gauguin in 1886, Fleurs et Oiseau (lot 15) sold for 

€80,600 / $94,302 including fees. 

 

André Lejard‘s collection was eagerly anticipated. It alone 

totalled €4,3 M / $5 M for 24 lots, led by Fernand Léger 

pieces. The famous Elément mécanique 1922 (lot 6) was 

won by a European collector for 1 807 000 € / 2 114 190 $. 

Two others still lives Composition au vase bleu (lot 7) and 

Les fleurs et les dominos (lot 8) were respectively sold for 

€901,800 / $1,055,106 et €728,000 / $851,760 including 

fees. The next day, Tuesday 5
th

 June, Fernand Léger’s 

Autoportrait (lot 147), ink on paper and also from the 

Lejard collection, reached 8 times its original estimate to 

€39,000 / $45,630 including fees.  



 
 

 

The Post-War & Contemporary auction totalled 

€13,569,020/ $15,875,753, nearly doubling its estimate, 

with 76 % of lots sold.  

 

 

« Fresh and high-quality pieces from private collections, 

such as the exceptional oil painting by Zao Wou-ki, 

made the auction a stellar success. »  

 

Hugues Sébilleau,   

Post-War and Contemporary Art, Artcurial  

 

 

Zao Wou-Ki’s oil on canvas, 1.6.88 (lot 42) fired off the Post 

War and Contemporary Art auction on Monday 4
th

 June, 

achieving an impressive €3,518,600 / $4,116,762 including 

fees, nearly doubling its estimate. Another piece by the 

artist, 25.5.66, (lot 43) was also amongst the 10 highest 

prices achieved at the auction, reaching €753,000/ 

$881,010. Abstract artist Chu Teh-Chun, who, similarly to 

Zao Wou-ki draws his inspiration from natural elements, 

was met with a winning bid of €703,400/ $822,978 for the 

piece Dynamique Ardente (lot 44). 

 

Furthermmore, great Abstract masters created a stir, led by 

Joan Mitchell and her oil on canvas Sans titre (lot 50) sold 

for €976,200 / $1,142,154 including fees sold to a European 

collector, 2,5 times its estimate. The imposing acrylic on 

canvas Tabula by Simon Hantaï (lot 51) was awarded 

€753,000 / $881,010 while St Louis IV by Richard Serra (lot 

49), another strong piece of the auction, sold for €728,200/ 

$851,994 including fees. L’Outrenoir by Pierre Soulages 

with 130 x 92, 29 mars 88 (lot 53) was snapped up by an 

Asian collector for €653,800 / $764,946 including fees. 

Tripling its estimate, Criterion (lot 46) by Georges Mathieu 

was sold for €430,600 / $503,802 including fees while La 

Patineuse by Nikki de Saint Phalle (lot 37) sold for €381,000 

/ $445,770 including fees to an American collector.  

 

Marathonienne (lot 296) which resided in Artcurial’s 

courtyard for the past few weeks achieved the highest price 

for the second day of auction of the Post War and 

Contemporary Art auction, on Tuesday 5
th

 June. Philippe 

Hiquily’s piece sold for €217,300 / $254,241 including fees, 

nearly 4 times its estimate. Sold for €104,000 / $121,680 

including fees, Seita by Raymond Hains doubled its 

estimate while the acrylic on paper Sans titre (lot 270) by 

Sam Francis sold for €98,800 / $115,596 including fees. 
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